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The A1200 Fragment Separator is being used as a production facility for radioactive beams
(RNB)  in a wide variety of nuclear-physics experiments.  The following table is intended to provide an
overview of the radioactive-beam effort during 1997.  Earlier beams are listed in the 1996 NSCL Annual
Report.

The information provided is far from complete, but should be helpful for users planning an
RNB experiment.  It should be kept in mind that count-rate and beam-quality requirements vary from
experiment to experiment and that the beam/target/wedge combinations and the resulting intensities may
not represent the achievable maximum.  If a desired RNB is not in the table, the reader may want to use
the values provided for nearby nuclei to judge the reliability of codes like LISE [1] or INTENSITY [2]
in predicting production rates for a given situation.

The table lists the month any experiment was run, the experiment number, its title in abbreviated
form, the principal investigator, primary beam, energy, and maximum achieved intensity.  The nature
and thickness of target and wedge are also shown, followed by the spectrometer’s momentum
acceptance (full width).  Finally, the secondary beam and its energy are listed, along with the observed
rate, normalized to beam current in units of particles per second and particle-nanoamperes of beam,
except in cases where the beam current is unknown and the achieved rate is given in particles per second
(pps).  A short comment is added for some beams, giving further information.  Abbreviations and slang
used: Rx XSec means reaction cross section; CEX  is Charge Exchange; Slits refers to a set of horizontal
slits just downstream of the A1200 focal plane, used to clean up secondary beams before transmission to
experimental stations; Purity is the rate of desired fragments, divided by the total count rate; Att refers to
the beam current attenuators used to adjust the cyclotron current; Beam Angle indicates that the primary
beam impinged on the production target at an angle.  The remark BLPin indicates that the rate was
measured with the beamline PIN diode, located past the A1200 clean-up slits.

[1] D. Bazin, unpublished (further information on www.nscl.msu.edu/~bazin)
[2] J.A. Winger et al. NIM B70(1992) 380

1)and may others involved in the experiments summarized in the table.








